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QUESTION 135
What does the access list for an adapter show?
A. number of processors that can access the adapter
B. cabinet number where the adapter can be accessed
C. number of devices that can access the adapter
D. processor numbers that can access the adapter
Answer: D
QUESTION 136
A CRC character is present in each ServerNet packet. What is the meaning of the
acronym CRC?
A. certified reliability check
B. circuit response code
C. cycle response character
D. cyclic redundancy check
Answer: D
QUESTION 137
Which system facility allows you to scale an application beyond 16 processors?
A. NonStop TM/MP
B. Expand
C. RDF
D. NonStop TS/MP
Answer: B
QUESTION 138
NonStop TUXEDO can be described as
A. an open transaction processing monitor
B. the Linux operating system running on a NonStop Himalaya system
C. the Tru UNIX Environment Distributed Option
D. an OSS command execution wrapper
Answer: A
QUESTION 139
What is the best explanation for the following Expand events?
\ODS3 02/09/00 10:36:45 AM CPU-Number 4 TANDEM.OMF.D43 CPU Down 103
ODS3 02/09/00 10:36:47 AM LdevName \ODS3.$ODS4A TANDEM.EXPAND.G06
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net-line-not-ready 45
\ODS3 02/09/00 10:36:47 AM LdevName \ODS3.$ODS4A TANDEM.EXPAND.G06
net-line-ready 44
A. Network line went down and was started by an operator.
B. Processor failure caused the Expand line handler backup to take over.
C. One Expand line was taken down and another was started.
D. Normal periodic Expand re-synchronization occurred.
Answer: B
QUESTION 140
Which disk volume or volumes on a NonStop Himalaya system CANNOT contain
NonStop TM/MP audited files?
A. audit-trail volumes
B. unmirrored volumes
C. data volumes
D. $SYSTEM
Answer: A
QUESTION 141
Which of the following is the NetBatch-Plus command interpreter?
A. NETBATCH
B. BATCHCOM
C. BATCHCAL
D. NBEXEC
Answer: B
QUESTION 142
You are upgrading a mirrored disk volume to one that has a larger capacity. Which of the
following applies?
A. The disk drive must not have opened SQL tables.
B. The data on that named disk volume remains continually available.
C. The opened files on the disk drive must be TMF protected.
D. All files on the disk must be closed.
Answer: B
QUESTION 143
Which approved method is used to remove old Guided Replacement Toolkit (GRT) log
files?
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A. ZSWEEP
B. PURGE
C. FUP
D. DELETE
Answer: A
QUESTION 144
Which NonStop TM/MP component contains records of online dumps, audit dumps, and
the media on which they reside?
A. MASTER AUDIT TRAIL
B. TMF CATALOG
C. ZTMFCONF
D. DSM Tape Catalog
Answer: B
QUESTION 145
Which of the following is NOT a benefit of file partitioning?
A. providing for processor and disk volume load balancing
B. increasing the total number of alternate keys
C. increasing the total file capacity
D. providing distributed, multinode file placement
Answer: B
QUESTION 146
What is the purpose of the Remote Database Facility (RDF)?
A. maintains a copy of a database on one or more remote systems for recovery purposes
B. accesses database images on one or more remote systems transparently for
homogeneous applications
C. archives database configuration information for remote systems on a centralized node
D. synchronizes versions of archived data for registered application domains
Answer: A
QUESTION 147
OSS disk files can be of what type?
A. relative
B. unstructured
C. key-sequenced
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D. entry-sequenced
Answer: B
QUESTION 148
When a failed processor is reloaded, a standard Pathway system (without extended
management capability) will typically
A. create the NUMSTATIC server processes that have been configured to run in the reloaded processor
B. wait for operator confirmation before making the new processor available for server creation
C. recreate all the server processors that were running in this processor prior to processor failure
D. create server processes in the new processor as demand requires
Answer: D
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